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Dear CNSC staff and commissioners,

January 27th, 2020

Last I heard we were living in a democracy. I am not a politician nor a ‘learned individual’, however I
do know that not only do I have a voice, I also have a vote.

In this extremely sensitive issue, I vote NO!

What may have been acceptable in the past, due to a totally different set of circumstances, is not
acceptable today. To have a nuclear processing facility in the middle of a residential neighbourhood,
adjacent to a school is criminal. Common sense should reveal that fact. I need not be a scientist to
come to this conclusion. I hope that an accident never happens for everyone’s sake, but none of us
need to take that chance.

The Nuclear Safety Commission of Canada can offer their viewpoint, and we can offer ours.

I am disappointed by the lack of response from our Mayor Diane Therrien and our MP Maryam
Monsef, in showing their support, in having this facility moved to a more appropriate location

The responsibility of our elected municipal, provincial and federal representatives, is to ensure safety
to their constituents, especially the most vulnerable.

Sincerely,
George Campana

